UNC Charlotte has established that employee’s personal vehicles are not to be parked in the labs. The only permissible exception is a student vehicle or employee personal vehicle being used in an educational or research experience. This exception is allowed only when the vehicle owner (student or employee) obtains a signed document from the lab managers and the NCMARC director. Any other reason is unacceptable. UNCC PATS provides plenty of faculty/staff spaces which are for parking your personal car. The lab space provided by private donors or North Carolina tax payers is for university business, not your car. Please follow the rules. UNC Charlotte will not be responsible for anything that happens to personal property.

Explanation for using the lab for your personal vehicle:

__________________________________________________________________________

Personal vehicle owner’s printed name: ________________________________________
Personal vehicle owner’s signature: ___________________________________________

Required time to be in the lab: ***\textit{(note this form is only good for one business day)}*** you must fill out a new form or you will be in violation and the proper administrators including UNCC PATS will be notified.

__________________________________________________________________________

Date the vehicle was brought in: __________________________

Kulwicki lab needs Luke Woroniecki’s signature and date.
Motorsports Research needs Kile Stinson’s signature and date.
Either lab need Dr. Uddin’s – (NCMARC director) signature and date.

Kulwicki lab use: __________________________
Motorsports research lab use: __________________________
NCMARC director: __________________________
Date: __________________________